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“Y

ou really f**ked yourself over here 'mr.
nalty,'" was one of the very first comments Kevin Nalty (aka “Nalts,” an
award-winning YouTube video comedian) received after he posted his "Bikini Girl Inspired Me to Quit" video announcing his departure
from Merck to pursue his passion full time—making
videos, working with Hitviews (see “Kevin Nalty
Appointed Chief Strategy Officer, HITVIEWS”; pg
2), and starting his own consulting practice that will
"help brands engage in social media, especially
the most visceral kind: online video."
The following is a story of one man’s experience
that gives us some insight into whether or not a
traditional pharmaceutical company can tolerate
the creative thinking required for it to engage in
social media marketing.
Serious Marketing Director by Day
While Kevin Nalty worked during the day as Consumer Product Director at Merck, where he marketed Propecia, at night and on weekends he was
making videos in and around his hometown of
Doylestown, PA. No one seemed to be the wiser
until he was “outed” in a May 3, 2009, MediaWeek
article about YouTube’s “placement police.”
“Kevin Nalty, a marketing director at Merck & Co.,
who produces a series of sophomoric videos on
YouTube under the moniker ‘nalts,’ recently
received a slightly scary e-mail from YouTube
about one of his videos containing brand messaging,” reported MediaWeek. “But he understands YouTube’s need to protect its business. ‘It’s
not unreasonable,’ he said. ‘They are paying these
high bandwidth fees, and they don’t want to be
seen just as a dumb pipe.’”
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"Until this week," said Nalty, "'Nalts' [Nalty's
YouTube personna] has had no association with
Merck. But the MediaWeek story 'outed me.' I don't
do videos about Merck, and generally keep my
online persona far from my day job."
The Fart Heard Round the Merck World!
“Merck knew about Nalts before they hired me,”
Nalty told NewTeeVee. “But as Nalts grew, it
became harder to keep a ‘low profile.’ I went to
great lengths to keep them separate because I
didn’t want my goofball antics to reflect poorly on a
company focused on health and medication … The
fact that Merck was recently being unfairly linked to
me and fart videos was the ’straw that broke the
camel’s back.’”
Despite what Nalty says publicly, I imagine that
Merck was OK with his “farting” video, but what
about a video that seems to make fun about a
serious medical condition like ADHD and one that
definitely pokes fun at marketing (see “Kevin Nalts
is the John Cleese of Marketing”; pg 5)?
ADHD Boy
When I saw the farting video, I immediately
recognized Nalts as the star of “ADHD Boy”—a
video spoof of a disease awareness ad that I
embedded in an October 1, 2008, Pharma
Marketing Blog post about Vyvanse (see “Vyvanse
Warning Letter: Too Late! Shire Got Rid of Ty
Pennington Long Ago!”; http://bit.ly/BAK29).
Continues…

But Nalty “outed” himself months before when he
made a presentation at the February, 2009
ePharma Summit held in Philadelphia. His
presentation was entitled “You’re on the Wrong
Side of the Camera…Or, Learn How to Best
Leverage Online Video from Someone Who’s
Created a Thousand.” At the time, however, he did
not reveal that he worked fro Merck, only an
unnamed Fortune 100 pharmaceutical company.
“Sophomoric” YouTube Star by Night
On May 6, 2009, BNET Pharma’s Jim Edwards
picked up the story on his blog and described
Nalts’ videos as “sophomoric” and cites the video
“Farting in Public” to make his case. That video is
the most-watched among Nalts’ over 800 videos
that he has uploaded on YouTube. It currently has
been viewed over 7 million times!
Figure 1: Screen shots from “ADHD Boy.”
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Nalts describes the video as an “ADHD public
service announcement (PSA) to increase the
awareness of adult attention deficit hyperactivity
disorder.” But you’ve never seen a PSA like this!
“Some people say, Nalts, aren’t you embarrassed
talking about your ADHD?,” says Nalts as he
interviews himself in the video. “And I say No!
ADHD is the new depression. It’s nothing to be
ashamed of. It’s a medical condition. Much like
restless leg syndrome,” says Nalts as he looks
accusingly at his phantom interviewer who seems
to suffer from RLS.
In contrast to the "Farting in Public" video, "ADHD
Boy" has been viewed only about 100,000 times so
far! After I revealed that Nalty was “ADHD Boy,” he
restricted access to the video on YouTube, but
later brought it back for public viewing (see
http://bit.ly/b2DHL).
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"My engagement in social media is helpful to
understanding how pharma can play appropriately
in this critical space," said Nalty in his ePharma
Summit presentation synopsis. It appears that
Merck thinks videos like "ADHD Boy" is NOT an
appropriate use of space by one of its pharmaceutical marketing directors!
Colleague Sucked Away His Will to Live
Another Nalts video that may not have sat well with
Nalty’s pharmaceutical colleagues is "Sucks Away
My Will to Live,” in which Nalty talks about being
employed at a Fortune 100 pharmaceutical
company that he does not name.
In the video Nalty speaks about a recent job review
in which he was criticized for saying something
derogatory about a co-worker (ie, another Merck
employee, I assume).
Continues…

Kevin Nalty Appointed Chief Strategy Officer, HITVIEWS
New York, NY (PRWEB) May 27, 2009 -- HITVIEWS, the first company to recognize the power of
online WebStars to generate positive business results for brands, signs Kevin Nalty as its Chief
Strategy Officer. He will be responsible for continuing HITVIEWS' aggressive entry into the
marketplace. Sales tactics, marketing rollouts, public relations and industry relations will be his
responsibility.
Mr. Nalty has an unusual perspective on the power of online video entertainment. In addition to a
career focused on digital marketing, he also is a WebStar. Performing as "Nalts" he has produced and
starred in over 800 videos. His videos have been seen more than 73 million times, and aired on
networks like CNN, ABC, BBC, and Fox.
"Listening to Kevin Nalty talk about the power of online video marketing is inspiring to our clients
and prospective clients. He has extraordinary marketing experience at the highest corporate levels
working for the most demanding clients. HITVIEWS is very lucky to have his leadership." Says Walter
Sabo, CEO and co-founder of HITVIEWS.
Kevin Nalty recently left his position at Merck to pursuit his passion for online video entertainment.
Having blogged about the online video space for three years at willvideoforfood.com, and vastly
published in the areas of online-marketing, he helped create the public's fascination with usergenerated content, which can be found on over thirty-five websites. He will continue to make his
unique, compelling videos for his dedicated fans.
As "Nalts" he has integrated messaging within his video shows for brands such as Fox Television
network, Reader's Digest and Microsoft - all through HITVIEWS. His Reader's Digest video is one of
the most-viewed Hitviews videos of all time with approximately 700,000 views.
Mr. Nalty's professional background also includes five years at Johnson & Johnson, where he led
interactive marketing in the global communications group and helped develop the company's first
policies and programs in social media. He was in charge of business development for KPMG
Consulting, and worked in the first interactive agencies, including Qwest and Frontier Media Group.
There he helped grow large accounts and strategy in online advertising, customer relationship
management, and search-engine optimization. He has an undergraduate degree from Georgetown,
and MBA in marketing and entrepreneurship from Babson College of Boston.
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"My boss quoted me in my review, which was
otherwise very positive," said Nalts/Nalty, "and said
that what didn't reflect well about my leadership
was the following quote. I said about somebody we
work with that he sucked away my will to live!"
"I agree that I probably shouldn't have said that
about somebody I work with," admitted Nalty. "I
kind of dig the guy now, but at that point [in time]
he did suck away my will to live. Sometimes, you
got to call it like it is."
Obviously, Merck was not a place where Nalty
could put his passion to work. "For the most part,
people I work with are indifferent or oblivious of my
video thing," Nalts admits in the video. "Hopefully,
this video won't make it around the office."
Whoops! Sorry, Kevin! As you said to me in a
comment to the above cited post, "That's not me.
That's my evil twin. ... I think this drama will roll
over unless Mack gets a hold of it."
In closing, Nalts asks: "Who sucks away YOUR will
to live?"
You can find the video here: http://bit.ly/11PMYR
More Embarrassing Videos
By this time I was beginning to see that Kevin
Nalty was having problems working for a pharmaceutical company. Since the performance review
he spoke of probably happened before Nalty was
“outed” as Nalts, his problems were not directly
related to what he was doing on
YouTube. It may have more to do
with Nalty’s own struggle with
ADHD.
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The "Crackberry Blackberry" video is a spoof of
brand name drug ads. Nalts' video notes state:
"Now there's a pharmaceutical cure for Blackberry
addiction." The video was uploaded to YouTube on
June 5, 2006. It describes a new medical syndrome called "Crackberry Addiction," which is a
"Problem That Effects (sic) More than 10 Million
Americans."
In the video, Nalts acts out several scenarios that
demonstrate how addiction to use of your
Blackberry can impact your work—ie, Nalts is seen
participating in what looks like a product manager's
meeting—your family and loved ones and how it
can endanger your life .
The solution? "Talk to Your Doctor About
CracklosecER"
After the solution comes the fair balance. Here is
where the spoof hits home at the drug industry.
The side effects scroll by so quickly that it is
impossible to read. Obviously, this video—had it
been a real drug ad—would be cited by the FDA
as lacking adequate fair balance.
I decided to pause the video during the side effect
scroll to see if Nalts put anything interesting in
there that would be missed by the typical viewer.
See Figure 2 for a screen shot of one frame of the
scroll.
Continues…

In my continued effort to dig up
more interesting facts about Nalts,
I found two other videos that may
have embarrassed his previous
employers, including Merck and
Johnson & Johnson. The videos
also provide evidence that Nalty’s
ADHD was a factor in why he left
Merck.
Spoof of Brand Name Drug Ads
The first video I found was
"Crackberry Blackberry," which
was selected as an official honoree at the 11th Annual Webby
Awards, an international paidentry-exclusive award honoring
excellence on the Internet,
including websites, interactive
advertising, online film and video,
and mobile web sites.

Figure 2: “Crackberry Blackberry” Side Effect Scroll. You may find the video
here http://bit.ly/19JsRr, unless Nalty has restricted its access.
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Note that a real drug name—etanercept (brand
name: Enbrel) —was mentioned in the text, which
probably was copied from the drug's labeling. This
is interesting because Nalts (ie, Nalty) at the time
this video was made (2006), was working at J&J,
which markets Remicade, a product that competes
with Enbrel (marketed by Wyeth). I know that Nalty
was working for J&J in 2006 because of his own
recollection mentioned in another video, "Thoughts
on ADHD."
Nalt’s ADHD Affects His Work at J&J
In "Thoughts on ADHD," Nalts talks about his days
at J&J. In it, he expresses "Lots of good comments
on 'ADHD Boy' video." This video was posted on
March 2, 2008, while Nalts was employed at Merck
(as Kevin Nalty).
"I'm allowed to make fun of ADD," says Nalts,
"because, of course. I totally
have ADD."
This video probably was not
noticed by many of Nalts'
detractors such as Pete Quily
(@petequily), an adult ADHD
coach and blogger. "@nalts
project insults, shame on
#ADHD in hopes of distracting
other from noticing that he
probably has ADHD himself,"
tweeted @petequily recently. To
which Nalts replied "Denial? My
ADHD can beat up yours any
day. And humor, to the enlightened, doesn't create stigma
it dissolves it."
In this video, Nalts says "When I worked at
Johnson & Johnson [about March 2006, according
to Nalts's recollection in the video] , they used to
call me 'ADHD Boy.' My boss at the time was really
encouraging about getting treated," says Nalts. "So
I started taking Adderall."
At the time Adderall was not approved for use in
adults and Shire—the company that marketed
Adderall—was cited by the FDA for suggesting that
it was approved for use in adults (see "Vyvanse
Warning Letter: Too Late! Shire Got Rid of Ty
Pennington Long Ago!"; http://bit.ly/BAK29).
"Some people are really anti medication," says
Nalts in the video. "For me, this is like people
complaining about being thirsty and then not
drinking water. Sure I have ADD, but I'm medicated," he says as he pops a pill into his mouth.
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"And then there's the placebo effect of medication,"
says Nalts. "Sometimes when I go into a meeting
where I know that I'm going to have to sit quietly,
not be impulsive, I'll take an ADHD med beforehand. I know the onset isn't that quick, but somehow it sort of gives me the confidence to just sit
still."
Suppression of Creativity
It's not surprising that Nalts would have to suppress his "impulsive" thoughts when sitting in a
meeting at a Fortune 100 drug company. Perhaps,
however, some of these thoughts also may have
been creative and offered solutions to problems
being discussed. I can see how Nalts would have
suffered more because of corporate suppression of
creativity than from "impulsiveness" brought on by
his ADHD. When you reach the age of 40, as Nalts
did recently, you begin to think
of escaping any environment
that suppresses your "will to
live."
Nalts/Nalty also mentions his
latest (Merck) performance
review as he did in the "Sucks
the Life Out of Me" video. "My
latest performance review at
work was all about attention
detail and focus. Ironically,
about the time they fielded this
360-degree feedback, I accidentally cut my dose ofAdderall
in half unbeknowst to me. So
that, I think, explains it to a
degree."
Nalts' poignant final advice" "Read The Secret.
When I listen to that or The Power of Positive
Thinking, that brings me to a happier place. It's
about redirecting your thoughts so you're not all
hyper-critical and you're thinking positively and
you're grateful for what you have. It's very easy to
slip out of that." In the video announcing his career
change,Nalts expressed his gratitude to his wife for
supporting him at this critical point in his life.
Enlightened Stupid Marketer
Nalts is on his way to becoming the John Cleese
(former member of Monty Python's Flying Circus)
of marketing. I see his career as a motivational
marketing speaker blossoming. He should be hired
by Merck and J&J and every other big pharma
company to come in and give marketing teams a
dose of reality via humor, just like John Cleese
does in his business training videos.
Continues…
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"Enlightened Stupid Marketer” is a good example
of a Nalts’ video that could be used to bring
marketers down to earth. Originally created in
March, 2008, Nalty suppressed it for over a year
“some of my colleagues took offense [at] it," said
Nalts.
The video was inspired by comments made by
someone speaking at a Florida conference that
Nalty attended. We all know the rhetoric that is
often used by presenters at these conferences.
Nalts’ video pokes fun at some of the phrases you
or I may have used like “customer portrait,” “consumer value,” or “leverage your core competencies,” etc.
In his video notes, Nalts says "This educational
video helps you understand the mind of a
marketer, and what shapes our decision making,
workplace behavior and marketing mix. Can you
become a marketer, or are they born? Find the
answer you've long sought."
"A non-marketer might be looking at this and
saying, 'Stupid Marketer...isn't that an oxymoron,"
says Nalts in the video.
"I say no, because there are stupid marketers and
there are enlightened stupid marketers,” says
Nalts. “Enlightened stupid marketers are at a fork
in the road. Keep being stupid or be stupid but
conceal that fact. I have several proven strategies
for this." He then goes on to share those strategies, which are hilarious. You might just be a
enlightened stupid marketer if you employ one or
more of these strategies.
One person left this comment: "A traveling salesman can always say, ‘At least I didn't have to live
my life in the dreary shadows and quiet desperation of 'marketing' and of attending meetings with
'enlightened' marketeers speaking with the voice of
the customer to drive customer value to the
dashboard of executive insight.’”
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Lessons Learned
Pharmaceutical companies must carefully feed and
nuture employees like Kevin Nalty if they expect to
be able to engage in new media marketing.
At the May 20, 2009, Philama panel discussion I
found myself comparing the pharmaceutical
industry to the auto industry (see “Will the Drug
Industry be the Next Auto Industry?”;
http://bit.ly/tN4ZE).
At the Philama meeting, we all wondered what
would be necessary for pharmaceutical marketers
to embrace new technologies like Web 2.0 and
social media. Of course, we talked about the usual
suspects like overcoming regulatory barriers, but
the main conclusion I heard was that it will take
NEW, YOUNGER marketers who grew up with
these technologies and who are passionate about
them and cannot live without them. Kevin Nalts—
the online “viral video genius” previously known as
Kevin Nalty—is such a person.
Pharma Marketing News
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